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Voxel-based morphometryExtinction is diagnosed when patients respond to a single contralesional item but fail to detect this item
when an ipsilesional item is present concurrently. Extinction has been studied mainly in the visual modality
but it occurs also in other sensory modalities (touch, audition) and hence can be considered a multisensory
phenomenon. The functional and neuroanatomical relations between extinction in different modalities
are poorly understood. Here, we used voxel-based mophometry (VBM) to examine the neuronal substrates
of visual versus tactile extinction in a large group of sub-acute patients (n=454) with strokes affecting dif-
ferent vascular territories. We found that extinction deﬁcits in tactile and visual modalities were signiﬁcantly
correlated (r=0.341; pb0.01). Several lesions within the right hemisphere were linked to extinction including
the inferior parietal lobule, the superior parietal lobule, the middle frontal and occipital gyri, while lesions
involving the superior temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus and putamenwere associatedwith tactile extinc-
tion. Damage within the middle temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus was linked to both deﬁcits. We
conclude that extinction in different modalities emerges after damage to both common (supra-modal) and
distinct (modality speciﬁc) brain regions, and that contrasting sites emerge after damage to different vascular
territories. We discuss the implications for understanding extinction as a multisensory disorder.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license.1. Introduction
Extinction is a common cognitive disorder following unilateral
brain damage, diagnosed when patients who can respond to a single
contralesional item fail to detect this itemwhen an ipsilesional item is
present concurrently (Bender and Teuber, 1946; Wortis et al., 1948;
Critchley, 1953). It can be considered to be a disorder of attention
characterized by a striking bias for the ipsilesional stimulus at the
expense of a contralesional item, due to the brain lesion unbalancing
the competition for selection from the stimuli on each side of space
(Duncan et al., 1997; Driver and Vuilleumier, 2001). Similarly to
other spatial attention disorders such as unilateral neglect, extinction
has been mainly reported following right hemisphere strokes and is
usually thought to be asymmetrically associated with the damagental Psychology, University of
+1 865271424; fax: +1 865
M. Chechlacz).
nc. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA licwithin the right hemisphere (e.g., Becker and Karnath, 2007; Stone
et al., 1993; though see Ogden, 1985, for an opposite ﬁnding). The
higher incidence of both extinction and neglect after damage to the
right hemisphere suggests that the right hemisphere is dominant for
the distribution of attention within extrapersonal space (Kinsbourne,
1977, 1987; Weintraub and Mesulam, 1988).
Extinction has been studied most extensively in the visual mo-
dality but it occurs also in other sensory modalities (touch, audition,
and olfaction) and hence can be considered a multisensory phenom-
enon (e.g. Bellas et al., 1988a,b; De Renzi et al., 1984; Deouell and
Soroker, 2000; Hillis et al., 2006; Ladavas et al., 2001; Maravita et al.,
2000; Vaishnavi et al., 2001). Not surprisingly extinction has been
also reported cross-modally, for example between vision and touch
(e.g., Maravita et al., 2000; Sarri et al., 2006). Taking these different
aspects together, the syndrome provides a unique opportunity to
study the neural substrates of multisensory perception and spatial
awareness. However, the functional and neuroanatomical relations
between extinction in different modalities are poorly understood.
It may be hypothesized that extinction emerges in different modali-
ties after damage to both common (attention speciﬁc) and distinct
(modality speciﬁc) brain regions, each of which may be modulated
by competition between stimuli for selection (see Duncan et al.,ense.
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sent a number of factors. For example it could mean that: i) space is
represented at the multi-modal level (see Driver and Spence, 1998a,b),
ii) that there is a generalized cross-hemisphere competition andmutual
inhibition (see Kinsbourne, 1977; Vallar et al., 1994) and/or iii) an
important role of a central system that selects for subsequent action
between contra- and ipsilateral stimuli irrespective of their original
modality (see Bickerton et al., 2011; Chechlacz et al., in press). These
hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. To date there have been rela-
tively few studies that have attempted to systematically assess the neu-
roanatomical basis of extinction within and across modalities (though
see Chechlacz et al., in press; Hillis et al., 2006; Vallar et al., 1994) and
thus there is a lack of understanding about which neural regions sup-
port modality-speciﬁc andwhichmodality-general cognitive processes.
Furthermore, there are some discrepancies across the reported results.
In cases of tactile extinction, for example, deﬁcits have been linked
to damage to posterior frontal cortex and the middle temporal gyrus
(Kaplan et al., 1995), to the inferior parietal cortex (Hillis et al., 2006)
and the post-central gyrus and putamen (Chechlacz et al., in press). Visual
extinction has been linked to visual association cortex (BA19, Hillis et al.,
2006), the angular gyrus (Vossel et al., 2011), the temporo-parietal
junction (TPJ; Karnath et al., 2003; Ticini et al., 2010), and to the superior
temporal sulcus, middle occipital gyrus and insula (Chechlacz et al., in
press). Cross-modal deﬁcits have been associated with damage to the
inferior parietal cortex (Hillis et al., 2006; Kaplan et al., 1995) and the
temporo-parietal junction (TPJ; Chechlacz et al., in press).
Some of the above discrepancies may arise because (i) relatively
small numbers of patients have been studied (e.g., Kaplan et al.,
1995; Ticini et al., 2010), (ii) some studies have assessed patients at
an acute stage (e.g., Hillis et al., 2006) while others have tested chron-
ic patients (e.g., Chechlacz et al., in press), (iii) some studies have
used all-or-none (e.g., Karnath et al., 2003; Ticini et al., 2010) and
others continuous measures of extinction (e.g., Chechlacz et al., in
press; Vossel et al., 2011), and (iv) some studies fail to control
for the neglect symptoms that frequently coincide with extinction
(e.g., Hillis et al., 2006). An additional important factor contributing
to these inconsistencies may be the difference in the general vascular
territories affected by the stroke in the patients examined, as this
determines the location of the lesion. This highlights a weakness
of uni-mass voxel-based approaches, which assume a one-to-one
mapping between function and lesion tested through correlations.
A problem is that, if there is only a relatively small number of one
type of patients in the sample (e.g., in a stroke sample patients with
lesions around the posterior cerebral artery [PCA] will typically be
lower in number than patients with a lesion in the territory of
the middle cerebral artery [MCA]), then an overall VBM analysis will
typically fail to reliably detect an association. Strikingly, Mort et al.
(2003) reported differences in the critical lesions associated with ne-
glect following MCA and PCA strokes (linked respectively to the infe-
rior parietal lobe and the parahippocampal region), but this has not
been attempted yet in patients with extinction (Mort et al., 2003).
By separating out patients with damage to different stroke territories,
we may gain a ﬁner-grained analysis of lesion-symptom mapping.
To address these points the current study examined extinction
symptoms in an unselected group of patients with damage affecting
different vascular territories. We ﬁrst report results across the overall
sample to give a general overview of lesion-symptom relations before
examining variations in the relations according to the stroke territory.
The neuronal substrates of visual and tactile extinction were
assessed on the data from a large group of sub-acute stroke patients
(n=454). Our analysis concentrated on the effects of grey matter
lesions, which provided a clear delineation of the relations between
extinction in the two modalities. We acknowledge, however, that
visuospatial deﬁcits may also arise as a consequence of whitematter dis-
connections (Bartolomeo et al., 2007; Chechlacz et al., 2010, in press;
Doricchi and Tomaiuolo, 2003; He et al., 2007; Karnath et al., 2009;Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2008). Interestingly our previous work
using MRI data has demonstrated that white matter disconnections
arising from damage along the superior longitudinal fasciculus were
associated with both visual and tactile extinction, while the cortical
substrates varied with the stimulus modality (Chechlacz et al., in
press). This last conclusion was tested further here.
To assess visual and tactile extinction we used matched proce-
dures, minimizing the chances that non-speciﬁc task effects con-
founded the results. As the data were collected as a part of a large
clinical trial, we used a relatively simple measure of extinction (with
a relatively low number of event repetitions) and we assessed brain
integrity from CT scans routinely used in clinical practice. In a previous
analysis of visual neglect we have shown that VBM analyses of CT
scans, based on large patient numbers, can yield highly reliable and in-
terpretable results replicating previous ﬁndings observed using MRI
scans (Chechlacz et al., 2012). We employed here whole brain statisti-
cal analyses using voxel-based morphometry (VBM; Ashburner and
Friston, 2000) to evaluate common structure–function relationships.
The analyses treated the behavioural measurements as continuous
variables rather than as categorical scores, which increases both the
ability to tease apart the neural substrates of extinction in different
modalities (visual vs. tactile) and the overall sensitivity for detecting
brain–behaviour associations. All analyses controlled for potential
confounding factors including the aetiology (the type of stroke:
ischaemia or haemorrhage), lesion size, age, gender, handedness,
time from stroke to scan, patient overall orientation, anosognosia
and presence of neglect symptoms. The analyses included the entire
patient sample independently of lesion location or speciﬁc symptoms,
thus providing an internal control for non-speciﬁc stroke effects
and non-speciﬁc attentional deﬁcits, not linked to extinction. This
also enabled us to avoid biasing the results based on a-priori neuroan-
atomical or behavioural assumptions and therefore enabling us to
generalize the observed ﬁndings to the entire sampled population.
Finally, we evaluated how the lesion-symptom mapping may vary
depending on the vascular territory affected by the stroke.
Our results highlight both common (attention speciﬁc) and distinct
(modality speciﬁc) neural mechanisms of extinction and are discussed
in relation to the organization of brain networks for spatial attention.
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
All patientswere recruited as part of a large clinical study, the BUCS
project (Birmingham University Cognitive Screen, http://www.bucs.
bham.ac.uk), drawn from participating stroke units across the
West Midlands of the United Kingdom. We used visual inspection
of individual scans, blind to the category of patients, to exclude data
from patients who either had enlarged ventricles or poor quality
CT scans, to prevent artifacts in the neuroimaging analyses. A total of
454 sub-acute stroke patients (240 males and 214 females; average
age of 69.9 years, range 30 to 93 years; see Table 1 for full demo-
graphic and clinical data) were included. Within this group 215 pa-
tients had middle cerebral artery (MCA) stroke and 47 posterior
cerebral artery (PCA) stroke. The remaining 192 patients had other
types of strokes including the anterior cerebral artery (ACA) area,
basal ganglia and thalamus (LSA and AChA territories strokes) as
well as the cerebellum. The study included both patients who
suffered ischaemic stroke (417 patients) and haemorrhagic stroke
(37 patients). Behavioural data were only collected from patients
who were physically stable, willing to perform the task and had a
concentration span of at least 60 min (judged clinically). Clinical
and demographic data were obtained from the patients' clinical
ﬁles. All participants provided written informed consent in agree-
ment with ethics protocols approved by the National NHS ethic com-
mittee and local NHS trusts.
Table 1
Patient's details: clinical and demographic data (n=454, all recruited stroke patients).
Mean
(or number)
Std
Deviation
Minimum
value*
Maximum
value*
Age in years 69.9 13.7 30 93
Sex (male/female) 240/214 N/A N/A N/A
Aetiology (ISCH/BL) 417/37 N/A N/A N/A
Aetiology (MCA/PCA/other) 215/47/192 N/A N/A N/A
Handedness (right/left) 404/50 N/A N/A N/A
Stroke — CT scan in days** 4.5 10.5 0 61
Stroke — BCoS in days** 23.0 20.7 1 90
Orient1 7.5 1.3 0(0) 8(8)
Orient2 5.5 0.9 0(0) 6(6)
Anosognosia —Orient3 2.9 0.4 1(0) 3(3)
Left TE uni asymmetry 0.2 0.8 0(0) 4(4)
Right TE uni asymmetry 0.1 0.6 0(0) 4(4)
Left TE bilat asymmetry 0.8 2.0 0(0) 8(8)
Right TE bilat asymmetry 0.4 1.4 0(0) 8(8)
Left VE uni asymmetry 0.2 0.8 0(0) 4(4)
Right VE uni asymmetry 0.2 0.8 0(0) 4(4)
Left VE bilat asymmetry 0.8 2.2 0(0) 8(8)
Right VE bilat asymmetry 0.4 1.6 0(0) 8(8)
AKCT accuracy 39.9 14.4 4(0) 50(50)
AKCT/TA left deﬁcits 1.3 3.6 0(0) 20(25)
AKCT/TA right deﬁcits 0.5 2.1 0(0) 20(25)
*Minimum and maximum scores as measured in the studied group of stroke patients,
numbers in brackets indicated minimum and maximum score for a given test;
** Interval between stroke onset and CT scan or cognitive assessment based on BCoS;
A/KCT, Apples or Key Cancellation test; the maximum achievable score in these tests
is 50 (AKCT accuracy). The cut-off for total numbers of target omissions i.e. accuracy
score is 40/50. Spatial neglect is determined by whether patients miss targets
(keys or full apples) on the left or right side of the page (asymmetry score calculated
based on left- vs. right-side errors, AKCT/TA asymmetry score for targets, keys or full
apples, indicating either left or right deﬁcits); BL, bleed (haemorrhagic stroke); ISCH,
ischaemic stroke; N/A, not applicable; Orient1, orientation measure assessing personal
information; Orient2, orientation measure assessing time and space awareness; TE and
VE; tactile and visual extinction tests, both tests consists of 4 unilateral left, 4 unilateral
right and 8 bilateral trials, unilateral (uni) and bilateral (bilat) asymmetry scores are
calculated based on left- vs. right-side misses.
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2.2.1. Cognitive proﬁle
The neuropsychological testing took place in the sub-acute phase
following stroke onset (b3 months) and the average stroke-to-test
interval was 23 days (±20.7; with 93% of patients being tested with-
in two months and 76% of patients being tested within 1 month). The
cognitive proﬁle of each patient was derived using the BCoS, a test
instrument developed to screen patients for a range of cognitive
problems following stroke onset (Humphreys et al., 2012). The BCoS
is aphasia and neglect-friendly and within 1 h provides assessment
based on 23 tests within 5 broad cognitive domains: Attention and
Executive functions, Memory, Language, Praxis/Control and planning
of action, and Mathematical/Number abilities. The BCoS was adminis-
tered in hospital settings. In this study we were interested in ex-
tinction deﬁcits and based our analysis on 2 sub-tests: the Visual
Extinction and Tactile Extinction tasks (see below for details). In addi-
tion we used the BCoS measure of spatial neglect as a covariate (Key
or Apples Cancellation Tests; see below for details). The BCoS also
provides assessment of a patient's awareness of his or her general
setting and circumstance (the orientation questions that assess
knowledge of personal information, awareness of time, place, medical
condition and anosognosia). Three orientation measures derived
from the BCoS were used in the current study: 1) eight questions re-
garding knowledge of personal information (e.g. ‘what is your ﬁrst
name?’); 2) six questions on the orientation of the patient in time
and space (e.g.‘where are you right now?’); and 3) three questions
measuring awareness of the medical condition and of the patient's
own body (‘can you show me your left/right hand’; ‘why are you
here?’; “do you have any problems moving your arms or legs”). Thelast orientation measure was used in the analyses to control for the
presence of anosognosia.
2.2.2. Visual and tactile extinction
The examiner sat approximately one meter opposite at the
participant's midline. For the visual extinction task, the examiner
raised his/her left and right index ﬁngers on either side of his/her
head, approximately 20 cm from the nose. The testing was adminis-
tered by experienced examiners who tried to maintain a consistent
distance between their ﬁngers and each patient's eyes. The instruc-
tions were as follows: “Look at my nose. Don't move your eyes. I
will move my ﬁnger either on my left hand, on my right hand or on
both hands simultaneously. Please tell me or show me which side
moved. Always keep looking at my nose”. For each trial the examiner
moved one or two ﬁnger(s) with two brief bending movements. For
the tactile extinction test following instructions were given: “Put
your hands on your knees (or on the table/bed cover). Now, close
your eyes. I will touch your hand, either your left hand, your right
hand or both your hands simultaneously. Please tell me or show me
which hand I touched. Always keep your eyes closed”. The patient
sat straight and symmetrically (no crossed arms or legs) and, using
his/her own hand, the examiner touched the patient's hand(s) by
gently tapping twice on the dorsal surface. In both tests there was a
maximum time allowance of 15 s for each trial and the testing was
abandoned if the patient showed no response on the ﬁrst three trials.
These patients were not entered in the current study due to the miss-
ing data. Both extinction tasks consisted of 4 unilateral left, 4 unilat-
eral right and 8 bilateral trials. For each patient we calculated left
and right asymmetry scores on two item trials and on unilateral trials.
We also calculated the left and right extinction index.
2.2.2.1. Extinction index. The difference in the asymmetry scores on bi-
lateral vs. unilateral trials was assessed, to index any spatially selective
drop in response to two stimuli relative to the response to one stimu-
lus. This was done separately for both left- and right-side items. To do
this we calculated an extinction index i.e. the unilateral asymmetry
score multiplied by two minus the bilateral asymmetry score, taking
into account the difference in the number of trials. The extinction
index and the asymmetry score for both left- and right-side unilateral
items were entered into the statistical models.
For descriptive purposes, each patient's behavioural performance
was classiﬁed based on cut-offs drawn from the BCoS and estimated
from the dataset from healthy controls (Humphreys et al., 2012).
Patients were classed as having a clinical deﬁcit on measures of visual
and/or tactile extinction if their scores on the task fell outside the
control norms taken from 70 healthy controls without history of
brain lesion or any neurological disorders. The cut-off scores for both
visual and tactile extinction tasks are as follows: unilateral trials
(both left and right) b4 impaired; left bilateral trials b7 impaired;
right bilateral participants younger than 74 years old b8 impaired
and participants older than 75 years old b7 impaired.
2.2.3. Neglect assessment
Spatial neglect was assessed using either the Key Cancellation
or the Apples Cancellation task (Bickerton et al., 2011; Chechlacz
et al., 2010).
2.3. Neuroimaging assessment
Computed Tomography (CT) scans were acquired for all patients
as part of their routine clinical assessment following stroke and hos-
pital admission. The average time between the stroke and the CT
scan was 4.5 days (±10.5, with 89% of cases within a week). Within
the recruited group of patients (n=454), 131 had no visible lesions.
For 53 patients the failure to observe a lesion might be because the
CT scans were acquired within 24 h of the stroke (a time frame when
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datawere acquired using the following scanners: Siemens Sensation 16,
GE Medical System LightSpeed 16 and LightSpeed Plus. The images
covered the whole brain with an in-plane resolution of 0.5×0.5 mm2
and a slice thickness varying between 4 and 5 mm. In comparison to a
typical MR structural scan (T1-wieghted images) that have a resolution
of 1×1×1 mm (e.g., data used in our previous studies, Chechlacz et al.,
2010, 2012), the CT scans have higher double in-plane resolution (along
the x, y axes) but much poorer ventral-dorsal resolution (along the
Z-axis).
2.4. Neuroimaging analyses
2.4.1. Image preprocessing
Before the preprocessing stage, the quality of all CT scans was
assessed by eye and all bad quality data sets (head movement or
other image artefacts) were removed. Subsequently, the remaining
CT images were pre-processed using SPM8 (Statistical Parametric
Mapping, Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London UK).
The images were ﬁrst re-aligned manually along the anterior–
posterior-commissural (ac-pc) axes and then normalized (Ashburner
and Friston, 2003) to an in-house CT template. The normalization was
predominantly based on skull shape and was designed to transform
the images into MNI space to optimize the next segmentation step.
In the next step we used the uniﬁed segmentation algorithm as
implemented in SPM8 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). In this uniﬁed
model, the tissue class priors are encoded by de-formable tissue
probability maps through an iterative segmentation and normalization
procedures. The a-priori tissue class maps indicate the probability of
ﬁnding expected signal sources of grey matter (GM), white matter
(WM), cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF), fat, bone and air (i.e. six different tis-
sues classes), at each voxel of the image. As the CT scans were acquired
following stroke, to account for the presence of an abnormal tissue asso-
ciatedwith stroke, we adapted here a similar approach to (Seghier et al.,
2008) and included an additional, seventh tissue class. Speciﬁcally, in
the additional probability map we assumed that in each grey or white
matter voxel there was a10% chance of it having a different intensity
and thus representing an abnormal tissue class. The 10% probability
for an abnormal voxel within the grey and white matter was estimated
based on the ratio between average lesion size (computed for 160 pa-
tients, Chechlacz et al., 2012) and the grey plus white matter voxels.1
In addition, we constrained the classiﬁcation of GM and WM to each
being based on a single Gaussian (normal) distribution, while two
Gaussian distributions were used to model the intensities in the abnor-
mal tissue class. This last procedure was used to account for any possi-
ble in-homogeneity of the abnormal tissue. CT images as opposed to
MRI do not suffer from ﬁeld bias due to ﬁeld strength inhomogeneity,
therefore we did not correct for that during pre-processing. Supple-
mentary Fig. 1 provides examples of output of the modiﬁed uniﬁed
segmentation of the CT scans. In the ﬁnal step of image pre-processing
the segmented GM and WM images were smoothed with a 12-mm
FWHM Gaussian ﬁlter to accommodate the assumption of random
ﬁeld theory used in the statistical analysis (Worsley, 2003). Finally,
the quality of the segmentation and normalization procedures was
assessed for each patient, and images where the segmentation failed
were removed from the analyses. The pre-processed GM images were1 The 10% probability for an abnormal voxel within the grey and white matter was
estimated based on the ratio between the average lesion size and the grey plus white
matter voxels. This was computed based on binary lesion maps semi-automatically
reconstructed (from CT scans using a voxel-based analysis with SPM8) for 160 sub-
acute stroke patients recruited a part of the same large clinical study i.e. BUCS project
(as described in Chechlacz et al., 2012). Based on the reconstructed lesion maps, we
then computed the average number of lesioned voxels across all patients in the sample
(i.e. average lesion size). Finally we assumed that the probability for having a lesioned
voxel equals the average number of lesioned voxels/the total number of voxels in the
grey and white matter.further used in the analyses to determine voxel-by-voxel relationships
between brain damage and visuospatial deﬁcits (see below).
2.4.2. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM)
We used VBM (Ashburner and Friston, 2000) to assess the rela-
tionship between grey matter damage and visual as well as tactile
extinction scores. (Please see the Supplementary material for analysis
assessing the relationship between visual extinction and spatial
neglect). The statistical analyses were carried out with SPM8 using
smoothed GM maps and continuous behavioural scores. We used
parametric statistics within the framework of the general linear
model (Kiebel and Holmes, 2003).
All statistical models included both left and right extinction index
scores as separate covariates. As the extinction deﬁcits in the tactile
and visual modalities were signiﬁcantly correlated (left deﬁcits, r=
0.34, pb0.0001; right deﬁcits, r=0.20, pb0.001), we examined com-
mon and distinct neuronal substrates of left and right visual versus
tactile extinction in stepwise analyses. We used two models that in-
cluded only either visual (Model 1) or tactile (Model 2) extinction
measures as covariates of interest to report the individual effects in
the absence of the other covariate of interest. To identify common re-
gions involved in visual and tactile extinction, the statistical maps
resulting from the above analyses were overlapped. Furthermore,
we teased apart common and distinct neural substrates by examining
how the individual effects of each covariate contributed to differences
in the effect size based on a model including both visual and tactile
extinction measures.
In all statistical models we included measures of other visuospatial
problems: left and right asymmetry scores from the unilateral visual2
and tactile extinction trials and left and right spatial neglect. This en-
abled us to examine the neuronal substrates of extinction symptoms
with effects of other visuospatial deﬁcits, which may co-vary with ex-
tinction, eliminated. Additionally, to control for potentially confounding
factorswe included the following covariates in all analyses: age, gender,
handedness, time from stroke to neuropsychological testing, time from
stroke to scan, stroke etiology (ischaemia or haemorrhage) and 3 orien-
tation measures (as described above). Finally, the size of the lesion vis-
ible on the CT scan (lesion volume) was rated for each patient from 0 to
5, where 0 means no visible lesion, 1 means small/precise lesion (up to
5 cm3), 2 means 1/4 of the hemisphere (up to 100 cm3), 3 means 1/2 of
the hemisphere (up to 250 cm3), 4 means 2/3 to 3/4 of the hemisphere
(up to 450 cm3) and 5 mean lesion encompassing entire hemisphere.
As lesion size is a factor potentially contributing to the severity of any
deﬁcit, as well as a factor that varies with type of stroke, this informa-
tion was then added as a covariate to all statistical models. To validate
this rater-based categorical estimation of lesion size, we have computed
the correlations between the assigned lesion-size category and the
exact lesion volume computed for 160 stroke patients (see Chechlacz
et al., 2012, for semi-automated lesion reconstruction method from
CT scans). We found good reliability of the classiﬁcation used here
(r=0.66 and pb0.00001) based on the correlation between the scoring
(0–5) and actual lesion volume from reconstructed lesion maps.
All analyses using the above models were carried out for the entire
group of 454 patients (Analysis 1) and then separately for the following
groups: (1) all patients with either MCA or PCA strokes (Analysis 2),
(2) patients with only MCA strokes (Analysis 3), (3) patients with
only PCA strokes (Analysis 4) and (4) all remaining patients after
excluding MCA and PCA strokes (strokes other than affecting MCA
and PCA vascular territories; Analysis 5).2 All patients in the current study were recruited from the BUCS cognitive screening
trial using the BCoS instrument. The BCoS has rudimentary measures of visual and tac-
tile sensory loss, based on trials where stimuli are presented unilaterally. Subsequent-
ly, we included in all statistical models left and right unilateral asymmetry scores (i.e.
left vs. right unilateral misses) derived from the visual and tactile extinction tests as
separate covariates to reduce the spurious effects of the presence of sensory impair-
ments and visual ﬁeld defects.
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at pb0.001 cluster-level corrected formultiple comparisonwith the am-
plitude of voxels surviving of pb0.001 uncorrected across the whole
brain and an extent threshold of 800 mm3 (>100 voxels). The brain
coordinates are presented in standardized MNI space. The anatomical
localization of the lesion sites within the grey matter was based on the
Anatomical Automatic Labeling toolbox (AAL toolbox, Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al., 2002), the Duvernoy Human Brain Atlas (Duvernoy et al., 1991)
and the Woolsey Brain Atlas (Woolsey et al., 2008).Fig. 1.Greymatter substrates of left visual and left tactile extinction across the entire group of pa
using either visual (blue) or tactile (green) extinction as covariates of interest, are plotted on a r
vidual effects of left visual and left tactile extinction corresponding to each peak voxel plotted to f
modalities. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates.3. Results
3.1. Behavioural ﬁndings
Table 1 presents a summary of the demographic and clinical data
for all 454 patients, which corresponds to measures entered into
statistical models used in VBM analyses, including performance on
the Visual and Tactile Extinction tests. In this group, 161 (35.5%)
had right hemisphere damage and 162 (35.7%) had left hemispheretients (VBMAnalysis 1; n=454). (A) The signiﬁcant clusters identiﬁed in theVBManalyses,
endered brain. The red colour indicates the overlap between two statistical maps. (B) Indi-
urther illustrate common anddissociate neural substrates of extinction in the two examined
Table 2
Grey matter substrates of visual and tactile extinction (VBM Analysis 1: all patients).
Model Cluster level Voxel level Coordinates Brain structure (location)
PFWE Size Z-score X Y Z
Model 1: visual extinction 0.000 341 4.00 45 −31 30 Right IPL (BA40)
0.000 582 3.78 44 2 30 Right MFG (BA6)
0.000 634 3.77 52 −51 0 Right MTG (BA21) extending into STS and posteriorly to MOG (BA19/37)
Model 2: tactile extinction 0.000 1500 5.78 69 −39 −6 Right STG (BA22) extending into STS
0.000 163 3.85 22 −1 −38 Right ITG (BA20)
Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann Area; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; ITG, inferior tempotal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus;
STG, superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; VBM, voxel-based morphometry.
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able lesion on CT scan.3 Out of 161 patients with right hemisphere
damage, 45 patients showed left visual and 49 left tactile extinction,
while out of the similar number (n=162) of patients with left hemi-
sphere damage, only 11 showed right visual and 26 right tactile
extinction. Finally, among 131 patients with no detectable lesions,
12 showed left visual and 10 left tactile extinction, while 5 showed
right visual and 9 right tactile extinction.
3.2. Neuroimaging ﬁndings
Our neuroimaging analyses focused on left extinction, in both the
visual and tactile modalities. These symptoms were more prevalent
than right side extinction (see above), and not surprisingly the results
for right side extinction did not reach conventional levels of signiﬁ-
cance across our patients. We ﬁrst carried out our analyses across
the entire group of patients (n=454), to give a general overview
of the results, before contrasting the neural substrates of extinction
for touch and vision following MCA (n=215) and/or PCA (n=47)
strokes. We did not observe any brain regions signiﬁcantly correlated
with either visual or tactile extinction in the patients with strokes
affecting vascular territories other than the MCA and PCA (these in-
cluded ACA, LSA, AChA and cerebellum). No reliable neuroimaging
ﬁndings in this group most likely resulted from large variability of
lesion location and relatively small sample and symptom incidents.
3.2.1. Neural substrates of extinction across all patients
We found both common and dissociated neural substrates of visual
and tactile extinction (Fig. 1A, B; Table 2). Across all the patients,
lesions to the right IPL and the right middle frontal gyrus (MFG)
were linked to left visual extinction, while lesions involving the right
STG and the right inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) were associated with
left tactile extinction. Damage within the right MTG and right
STS was linked to both types of deﬁcit (MNI coordinates 48–37 −2;
see Fig. 1A and B). In addition, lesions within the MTG extending
posteriorly into the middle occipital gyrus (MOG) were related to
visual but not tactile extinction.
3.2.2. Neural substrates of extinction following MCA and PCA strokes
We next repeated these analyses across all patients with lesions
resulting only from MCA or PCA strokes and then separately for the
patients with MCA and PCA strokes. Similarly, to previous analyses,
across patients with both types of stroke, lesions to the right IPL
and the right middle frontal gyrus (MFG) were linked to left visual ex-
tinction, while lesions involving the right STG and the right putamen
were associated with left tactile extinction. Damage within the right
MTG and right STS was linked to both types of deﬁcit (MNI coordi-
nates 50–44 -3; see Fig. 2A and B), but these lesions extended into3 We note here that all 454 segmented CT scans were included in the ﬁrst VBM anal-
ysis (including these with no visible lesions) and that it maybe the case that within the
group of patients with no visible lesions some had sub-threshold changes in the grey
matter density, which although no visible by naked eye on early acquired CT scans,
these changes were detected by VBM analyses.the middle occipital gyrus (MOG) in patients with visual but not tac-
tile extinction (Fig. 2A, B; Table 3).
The separate analysis of MCA and PCA strokes revealed that after
an MCA stroke, visual extinction was linked to lesions within the
IPL, MFG and MTG extending into the MOG (Fig. 3A; Table 4), while
following a PCA stroke, visual extinction was linked to damage within
the superior parietal lobule (Fig. 3B; Table 4). Finally, tactile extinc-
tion following an MCA stroke was linked to lesions within central
regions of the STG and putamen (Fig. 3A; Table 4), while after a PCA
stroke, tactile extinction was linked to ventral regions within the in-
ferior temporal gyrus (Fig. 3B; Table 4). Damage within the right
STS was linked to both types of deﬁcit following MCA strokes (MNI
coordinates 60–37−9; see Fig. 3A). These ﬁndings indicate that neu-
ral substrates of extinction were related to the vascular territories af-
fected by stroke.
We note that regions observed in the MCA group match the
ﬁndings from the entire sample, potentially because the MCA was
the most prevalent stroke type. However the regions observed for
the PCA groupwere not reliable when the entire sample is considered.
This is probably because function-lesion relations within the PCA ter-
ritories were only a characteristic of relative small number of patients,
and hence these effects were diluted and did not reach reliability
when the entire sample was considered.
While in the above analyses the number of patients in the PCA
group was relatively small (n=47) in relation to the number of
covariates included in the statistical models, we replicated the results
in additional analyses with reduced numbers of covariates (only
5 essential covariates i.e. left and right tactile or visual extinction,
left and right spatial neglect and lesion volume; see Supplementary
material). Thus the ﬁndings in the PCA group were not due to having
an over-speciﬁed design.
4. Discussion
The current study examined the neuronal substrates of visual
and tactile extinction in a large group of stroke patients. Speciﬁcally,
we asked about anatomical dissociations as well as common neural
substrates of visual and tactile extinction and whether extinction
originating after strokes in different vascular territories may be
associated with different anatomical–functional factors. The study
demonstrated several important ﬁndings. In clear agreement with
previous reports, both tactile and visual extinction were more fre-
quent after right then left hemisphere lesion (Becker and Karnath,
2007; Chechlacz et al., in press; Stone et al., 1993). We also showed
both common (modality independent/attention speciﬁc) and distinct
(modality speciﬁc) neural correlates of extinction. Lesions to the
MFG, IPL, SPL and MOG were linked to visual extinction, while lesions
involving the STG and ITG were associated with tactile extinction.
Damage within the MTG and STS was linked to both types of extinc-
tion. Secondly, we found that lesions associated with extinction dif-
fered according to the vascular territory of the stroke; speciﬁcally
we found differences between MCA and PCA strokes. This suggests
that extinction after strokes affecting different vascular territories
may arise from different anatomical-functional factors.
Fig. 2. Grey matter substrates of left visual and left tactile extinction in strokes affecting only the MCA or PCA vascular territory (VBM Analysis 2; n=262). (A) The signiﬁcant clus-
ters identiﬁed in VBM analyses using either visual (blue) or tactile (green) extinction as covariates of interest, are plotted on a rendered brain. The red colour indicates the overlap
between two statistical maps. (B) Individual effects of left visual and left tactile extinction corresponding to each peak voxel plotted to further illustrate common and dissociate
neural substrates of extinction in the two examined modalities. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates.
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The present results highlight both the overlap and the differentia-
tion between the brain lesions linked to visual and tactile extinction insub-acute stroke. The majority of previous studies either exclusively
examined the neural substrates of visual extinction or they have
provided evidence solely for modality speciﬁc extinction (Hillis et al.,
2006; Karnath et al., 2003; Ticini et al., 2010). Thus our ﬁndings that
Table 3
Grey matter substrates of visual and tactile extinction (VBM Analysis 2: MCA and PCA strokes).
Model Cluster level Voxel level Coordinates Brain structure (location)
PFWE Size Z-scoret X Y Zt
Model 1: visual extinction 0.000 442 4.01 42 −33 30 Right IPL (BA40/39)
0.000 903 3.90 46 3 27 Right MFG (BA6)
0.000 277 3.60 52 −54 −2 Right MTG (BA21) extending into STS and posteriorly to MOG (BA 19/37)
Model 2: tactile extinction 0.000 2309 5.09 69 −37 −8 Right STG (BA22) extending into STS
0.000 369 3.53 28 10 0 Right putamen
Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann Area; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; ITG, inferior tempotal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus;
STG, superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; VBM, voxel-based morphometry.
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extinction provide important insights into understanding this multi-
sensory disorder (Mattingley et al., 1997; Sarri et al., 2006). While
lesion symptom-mapping studies rarely looked at the extinction as a
multisensory phenomenon, there is a large body of evidence on neural
correlates of multisensory processing including functional neuroim-
aging studies in humans as well as anatomical studies and single cell
recordings in monkeys (Beauchamp et al., 2008; Calvert and Thesen,
2004; Hikosaka et al., 1988; Jones and Powell, 1970; Noesselt et al.,
2007; Pandya and Seltzer, 1982; Sarri et al., 2006). The latter studies
highlight a region within the superior temporal sulcus, receiving pro-
jections from visual, auditory and somatosensory cortices, as a multi-
sensory convergence area (Bruce et al., 1981; Hikosaka et al., 1988;
Jones and Powell, 1970; Pandya and Seltzer, 1982). In the macaque
monkey brain this area is located in close proximity to the middle
temporal area (MT), itself exclusively linked to visual perception and
speciﬁcally motion-sensitive processing (Desimone and Ungerleider,
1986; Maunsell and van Essen, 1983a,b,c; Tanaka et al., 1986). Later
neuroimaging studies in humans have demonstrated that, also in
the human brain, the STS is a key area involved in multisensoryFig. 3. Grey matter substrates of left visual and left tactile extinction in strokes affecting only
identiﬁed in the VBM analyses in (A) theMCA group only (n=215) or (B) the PCA group only
are plotted on a rendered brain. The red colour indicates the overlap between two statisticaintegration. While earlier studies indicated that the STS multisensory
region (STSms) underlies processing of auditory and visual informa-
tion (Beauchamp et al., 2004a, 2004b; Calvert, 2001; Noesselt et al.,
2007), later reports have conﬁrmed that it is also involved in touch
perception (Beauchamp et al., 2008). The present ﬁndings indicating
that the damage to the area within MTG and STS underlies both visual
and tactile deﬁcits support the argument for the human STSms being
multi-sensory in nature, whilst also suggesting that human multisen-
sory regions are not restricted to the STS but extend to the MTG.
In contrast to results reported here, our previous study (Chechlacz
et al., in press) of patients with chronic extinction (>9 months post
brain injury diagnosis) localized the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ)
as the common site of lesions associatedwith extinction in both vision
and touch. Although these discrepancies are somewhat puzzling, there
are several important factors that may have contributed including: the
different neuroimaging procedure (CT versus MRI), the time of testing
(sub-acute versus chronic), the sample size (n=50 versus n=454)
and most importantly the fact that, in the current study, visual and tac-
tile extinction were measured using matched procedures (minimizing
the chances that non-speciﬁc task effects confounded the results)the MCA versus PCA vascular territory (VBM Analysis 3 and 4). The signiﬁcant clusters
(n=47), using either visual (blue) or tactile (green) extinction as covariates of interest,
l maps. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates.
Table 4
Grey matter substrates of visual and tactile extinction (VBM Analysis 3: MCA strokes only and Analysis 4: PCA strokes only).
Model Cluster level Voxel level Coordinates Brain structure (location)
PFWE Size Z-score X Y Z
Analysis 3: MCA strokes
Model 1: visual extinction 0.000 239 3.64 45 −22 30 Right IPL (BA40/39)
0.000 454 3.61 48 5 31 Right MFG (BA6)
0.000 388 3.61 52–54 -2 Right MTG (BA21) extending into STS and posteriorly to MOG (BA19/37)
Model 2: tactile extinction 0.000 1284 5.71 69 −39 −6 Right STG (BA22) extending into STS
0.000 342 3.42 27 9 −2 Right putamen
Analysis 4: PCA strokes
Model 1: visual extinction 0.001 247 3.67 14 -81 52 Right SPL (BA7)
Model 2: tactile extinction 0.000 198 4.69 38 16 −32 Right ITG (BA20)
Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann Area; IPL, inferior parietal lobule; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus;
SPL, superior parietal lobule; STG, superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; VBM, voxel-based morphometry.
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tile extinction wasmeasured similarly to here but visual extinction was
assessed using a more sensitive computer-based test with a large
number of randomized trials. Interestingly, while the current work
highlights the link between tactile and visual extinction within multi-
sensory brain regions (STSms; Beauchamp et al., 2008; Hikosaka
et al., 1988), our previous study highlighted the link within a neural
region commonly associated with attention to and awareness of salient
stimuli — factors that may have been stressed by the presentation con-
ditions previously used (TPJ; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Downar
et al., 2000, 2002). The current versus previous ﬁndings may therefore
be seen as novel and interesting but also as complementary rather
than contradictory.
Aside from this, we also generated clear evidence that the neural
underpinnings of visual and tactile extinction differ, with several
areas uniquely associated with each type of the disorder. Notably, le-
sions within the posterior MTG but extending into the MOGwere cor-
related with visual but not tactile extinction. This suggests that the
MTG/MOG region contains cells that weight the incoming stimuli on
the basis of their locations in external space, with this being applied
cross-modally in the MTG (see above) but with the weighting to-
wards vision increasing gradually towards the MOG. This is in agree-
ment with previous lesion-symptom mapping studies also linking
the MOG (BA19) with visual extinction (e.g., Chechlacz et al., in
press; Hillis et al., 2006) as well as with the anatomical location of vi-
sual area V5/MT (Desimone and Ungerleider, 1986; Huk et al., 2002;
Tanaka et al., 1986). Along with the MOG, visual-speciﬁc extinction
was observed after damage to neural areas associated with the ven-
tral parts of the fronto-parietal attention network (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002) including the IPL and MFG, though when analysed
selectively for PCA strokes the SPL was also implicated. These results
are consistent with other reports linking visual extinction to lesions
within the fronto-parietal network (Chechlacz et al., in press; Hillis
et al., 2006; Ticini et al., 2010; Vallar et al., 1994), although it should
be noted that a number of previous studies speciﬁcally linked visual
extinction to lesions within TPJ (Karnath et al., 2003; Ticini et al.,
2010). In the current study tactile extinction was linked to damage
to the STG and putamen (after MCA stroke; also across the entire
group of stroke patients) and, perhaps surprisingly, to the ITG (after
PCA stroke; this region was also implicated in the analysis based on
all patients; i.e. Analysis 1). While previous reports have also linked
tactile extinction to damage within the basal ganglia (Chechlacz
et al., in press; Vallar et al., 1994), the link between tactile extinction
and damage within temporal cortex have not been previously
reported – indeed tactile extinction has been more commonly associ-
ated with parietal damage (Chechlacz et al., in press; Hillis et al.,
2006). Potentially, some of the discrepancies between the current
data and the previous ﬁndings may be attributed to differences in
the imaging modalities, i.e. CT scans versus anatomical and perfusionMRI, and/or the time of testing, i.e. sub-acute versus chronic patients.
It should be also noted that while some previous lesion-symptom
mapping classiﬁed patients as having or not having extinction (e.g.,
Vallar et al., 1994), our analyses here were based on continuous be-
havioural scores. Interestingly with accordance with current ﬁnd-
ings, previous single cell recordings in monkeys and fMRI studies
in humans have linked some portions of the region lying between
the superior temporal and inferior temporal gyri as responsive to
unimodal tactile stimulation (Beauchamp et al., 2008; Hikosaka et
al., 1988). Nevertheless, the ﬁndings linking the ITG with tactile ex-
tinction should be viewed with caution in relation to the evidence
for this region being functionally associated with high-level visual
processing (e.g., Allison et al., 1994; Gross, 1994; Tanaka, 1996; see
below for further discussion).
In summary, our data provide compelling evidence that extinction
in different modalities emerges after damage to both common
(supra-modal) and distinct (modality speciﬁc) brain regions. This is
in agreement with the ‘integrated competition’ account of attentional
selection (Duncan, 1996; Duncan et al., 1997). Speciﬁcally, this account
states that attentional competition depends on widespread neural
networks serving different sensory modalities, with contrasting parts
of the network (subsystems) having specialized functions. It follows
that, while a unilateral lesion within particular brain region will
produce an attentional imbalance affecting a wide range of stimulus
properties and modalities, some lesions within specialized regions will
affect directly one speciﬁc modality more than others (Duncan, 1996,
see alsoMattingley et al., 1997). Furthermore, our data extend previous
ﬁndings with regards to the multisensory (visuo-tactile) integrated
representation of peripersonal space (e.g. Ladavas and Farne, 2004;
Ladavas et al., 1998). While previous studies have linked multisensory
representation to bimodal neurons in premotor and parietal cortex
based on evidence from the organization of receptive ﬁelds in the
macaque brain, our ﬁndings demonstrate a role for integrated visuo-
tactile representations in the temporal cortex of the human brain.
4.2. Neural substrates of extinction as a function of stroke vascular
territory
One noteworthy aspect of our study is that the results varied as a
function of the vascular territory affected by the stroke, particularly
whether there was an MCA or PCA stroke. Visual extinction following
MCA strokes was linked to lesions within the IPL, MFG and MTG
extending into the MOG, while visual extinction following PCA
strokes was linked to damage within the SPL. Furthermore, tactile
extinction in the MCA group was associated with central regions of
the STG and putamen, while tactile extinction in PCA group was
linked to ventral regions within the ITG. We note that the SPL is at
the border between two vascular territories (MCA and PCA). The
fact that this region was highlighted only in the analysis of PCA
4 We note that typically CT will have relatively poor resolution on the Z-axis
(inferior-superior) of 4–5mm, but high in plane resolution 0.5×0.5mm; this is in
comparison to a typical research structural MRI that has a 1 mm axial slice thickness
(Z-axis) but lower in plane resolution of 1×1mm. As is recommended for VBM analy-
sis, the pre-processing of the data included a re-sampling of the data to 2×2×2 and
smoothing of the data by 12×12×12mm FWHM. This meant increasing the resolution
in the Z-axis, while down-sampling it in the X-axis and Y-axis.
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are sampled from only one stroke region. In the larger group analysis,
effects of PCA stroke may have been watered-down because MCA
strokes were more frequent — over two-thirds of all the patients
with right hemisphere damage and left-side visual (36 out of 45)
and tactile (34 out of 49) extinction here had MCA strokes.
Our ﬁndings strongly suggest that the territory of the stroke needs
to be taken into consideration as a factor in lesion-symptom analyses
when examining visuospatial disorders. Strokes affecting different
vascular territories will result in speciﬁc patterns of lesion, with
varied distribution across the brain (e.g., Phan et al., 2005; Stoeckel
et al., 2007). Thus studies based largely on patients with strokes
affecting a single vascular territory might fail to detect involvement
of brain regions outside this vascular territory. For example, our
study indicates the role of the SPL lesion in visual extinction and
ITG lesions in tactile extinction following PCA strokes, demonstrating
a link between lesions within these regions and extinction deﬁcits.
This was overlooked in the analysis based on combined MCA
and PCA groups. The link between visual extinction symptoms and
damage within the SPL in the PCA group and the IPL in the MCA
group is in agreement with Gillebert et al. (2011). Based on data
from patients with focal lesions within the intraparietal sulcus
(IPS), Gillebert et al. (2011) propose that lesions within the superior
parietal lobule have similar consequences to lesions within the inferi-
or parietal lobule and that both can generate spatial attention deﬁcits
(for further review see also Vandenberghe et al., 2012). Futhermore,
Ptak and Schnider (2011) provide compelling evidence that, in ne-
glect patients, the IPS is a strong perdictor of spatial attention deﬁcits.
Importantly, in their lesion-symptom mapping analysis Ptak and
Schnider deﬁned IPS as a region of interest based on previous func-
tional neuroimaging studies of spatial attention (Ptak and Schnider,
2011; for review of functional neuroimaging studies see Corbetta
and Shulman, 2002). Taken together, these ﬁndings have important
implications for understanding brain–behaviour relations, particular-
ly in relation to the contrast between dorsal and more ventral regions
of the attentional network (Corbetta et al., 2008). For example, prior
fMRI and EEG/MEG data suggest that there may be early attentional
orienting controlled by dorsal areas of the network along with slower
registration of a stimulus within more ventral regions (for a review
see Corbetta et al., 2008; see also DiQuattro and Geng, 2011;
Doricchi et al., 2010). Our data would then suggest that visual extinc-
tion following SPL damage in PCA strokes reﬂects the loss of early
attentional orienting whereas visual extinction following IPL-MFG
lesions in MCA strokes reﬂects poor registration of contralesional
stimuli for perceptual report. Furthermore, while the ITG has mainly
been associated with high-level visual processing including visual ob-
ject recognition (e.g., Allison et al., 1994; Gross, 1994; Tanaka, 1996),
recent studies provide some evidence for the role of this area in
the tactile processing. For example, functional neuroimaging studies
have demonstrated that the ITG is bilaterally activated in tactile
object recognition tasks as well as tests of tactile one-back repetition
detection (e.g., Pietrini et al., 2004; Reed et al., 2004). These last
results are in agreement with our ﬁndings linking ITG lesions to tactile
extinction following PCA strokes. However, it might be the case that
the activation of ITG in functional imaging studies of tactile recogni-
tion (i.e., Pietrini et al., 2004; Reed et al., 2004) may come about be-
cause a visual representation of the stimulus is evoked, ﬁtting with
the role of ITG in visual processing. Therefore, our ﬁnding that lesions
within the ITG are linked with tactile extinction should be viewed
with caution.
In summary, many cognitive functions are subserved by distributed
neuronal networks, which can be revealed by testing patients where
different parts of the networks are damaged. In particular our results
suggest that extinction after strokes affecting different vascular terri-
tories may reﬂect contrasting relations between anatomy and brain
function.4.3. Methodological considerations
The present study demonstrates that it is possible to conduct
lesion-symptom mapping using clinically-acquired CT scans and clin-
ically obtained behavioural assessments (see also Chechlacz et al.,
2012). However, there are several caveats that should be mentioned.
One is that, although CT scans have some advantages (e.g., reduced
ﬁeld strength inhomogeneities, clear biological meaning of absolute
signal, easier to compare across scanner cites), they also have obvious
weakness, not least the reduced resolution relative to MRI scans.4
Whilst we acknowledge this, we also note that our image segmenta-
tion and normalization methods worked well with these scans (see
the Supplementary material) and we were not beset by problems
(e.g.) in image interpolation and re-sampling. The large scale of the
present study enabled us to gain power even from the analysis of
lower resolution images. Secondly, it should be noted that CT scans
fail to detect cortical dysfunction within a region that is structurally
intact but has inadequate cortical perfusion, and this dysfunction
may contribute to cognitive deﬁcits and affect our ﬁndings (see for
example Hillis et al., 2005; Karnath et al., 2005; Ticini et al., 2010).
Furthermore, it should be noted that, in the current study, our
brain–behaviour relation analyses were limited to understanding
the grey matter substrates of extinction syndrome, while extinction
symptoms may result fromwhite matter disconnections. For example
we have previously demonstrated that white matter disconnections
arising from damage along the superior longitudinal fasciculus are
associated with both visual and tactile extinction (Chechlacz et al., in
press). Nevertheless the present grey matter analyses usefully reveal
both associative and dissociative aspects of visual and tactile extinction.
A ﬁnal caveat is that, as the behavioural results were derived from a
large-scale clinical trial, there were limits on the amount of data that
could be collected on the extinction tests. Certainly it would be useful
to conduct more extensive tests, but this must be balanced against the
gain of collecting data from a large sample of patients (Bickerton et al.,
2011; Humphreys et al., 2012).
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2013.01.013.
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